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V WORLD FANTASY NOMINEES
The 2004 World Fantasy Awards will be announced at the
World Fantasy Convention, 28-31 Oct. Nominees are:
NOVEL
The Etched City by K J Bishop
Fudoki by Kij Johnson
The Light Ages by Ian R MacLeod
Tooth and Claw by Jo Walton
Veniss Underground by Jeff VanderMeer
NOVELLA
A Crowd of Bone by Greer Gilman
Dancing Men by Glen Hirshberg
The Empire of Ice Cream by Jeffrey Ford
Exorcising Angels by Simon Clark & Tim Lebbon
The Hortlak by Kelly Link
SHORT FICTION
Ancestor Money by Maureen McHugh
Circle of Cats by Charles de Lint
Don Ysidro by Bruce Holland Rogers
Gus Dreams of Biting the Mailman by Alex Irvine
O One by Chris Roberson
ANTHOLOGY
Gathering the Bones
edited by Jack Dann, Ramsey Campbell & Dennis Etchison
Strange Tales edited by Rosalie Parker
The Thackery T Lambshead Pocket Guide to Eccentric &
Discredited Diseases
edited by Jeff VanderMeer & Mark Roberts
The Dark: New Ghost Stories edited by Ellen Datlow
Trampoline: An Anthology edited by Kelly Link
COLLECTION
Bibliomancy by Elizabeth Hand
Ghosts of Yesterday by Jack Cady
GRRM: A Retrospective by George R R Martin
More Tomorrows & Other Stories by Michael Marshall Smith
The Two Sams by Glen Hirshberg

V MYTHOPOEIC A W ARD WINNERS
FANTASY AWARD FOR ADULT LITERATURE
Sunshine by Robin McKinley
FANTASY AWARD FOR CHILDREN’S LITERATURE
The Hollow Kingdom by Clare Dunkle
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD IN INKLINGS STUDIES

Born of Empire
Chronicles of Kydan Book 1
see Mark’s review, page 3...

Tolkien and the Great War: The Threshold of Middle-earth
by John Garth
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD IN GENERAL MYTH & FANTASY
STUDIES
The Myth of the American Superhero
by John Lawrence and Robert Jewett
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LOU ANDERS (ED)
LIVE WITHOUT A NET
This anthology of stories offers
visions of futures near and far, glimpses
of alternative histories and dark journeys
down roads not taken. What does await
us at the end of a different tunnel? What
would we find in dimensions where the
seemingly inevitable vastness of
cyberspace has been replaced by things
both surprising and strange? Explore a
future without a net in these stories of
alternatives to the information age by
Stephen Baxter, David Brin, Pat Cadigan,
Rudy Rucker, S M Stirling, Charles
Stross, Michael Swanwick and others. Pb
$15.95 388pp
KEVIN J ANDERSON
A FOREST OF STARS
The Saga of the Seven Suns #2. It has
been five years since the emergence of the
Hydrogues, a powerful alien race, placed
the scattered colonies of the Terran
Hanseatic
League
in
jeopardy.
Archaeologists Margaret and Louis
Colicos have vanished on the abandoned
world of Rheindic. Rlinda Kett and
Davlin Lotze have been sent to
investigate the disappearance and soon
realise that the Colicos’ discoveries may
lead to an incredible new way to travel
between worlds... or to the awakening of
enemies even more fearsome than the
Hydrogues. Pb $19.95 742pp
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FLETCHER ANTHONY
GODS OF THE INFERNO
Inheritors #2. Thousands of years
ago, the People lived and worshipped in
the rainforests of the Indonesian
archipelago. Then the Newcomers began
to come from the north and the People
are forced to move south... and keep
relocating again and again. They must
trust those they used to battle, they must
learn how to cross a river, they must
forget their old ways and forge new
ideas. Fern is their shaman and her spirit
must be forged anew, or she and her
people will die. And in contemporary
Australia, another Fern must choose
between the new world and the old…
and visions of an ancient shaman may
guide her path. Pb $18.95 558pp
MARK ANTHONY
THE FIRST STONE
The Last Rune
#6. The Pale King has
been defeated, his
legions decimated.
Three years have
passed in relative
peace, but the two
worlds continue to
grow nearer and bad
things are coming in
its wake. In the skies
over
Earth,
astronomers have noted an anomaly
which seems to be swallowing stars
whole. On Eldh, these rifts in the sky are
appearing as well - and the dragon
Sinfathisar tells Grace Beckett that only
Travis Wilder can save the world. As
Grace goes in search of Travis and Travis
goes in search of his kidnapped daughter,
all the threads of fate begin to pull
together revealing ancient mysteries on
both worlds, and connections within
connections that carry all the way back
through time. Pb $15.95 513pp
CATHERINE ASARO
SUNRISE ALLEY
When the shipwrecked stranger
washed up nearly drowned, on the beach
near research scientist Samantha Bryton’s
home, she was unaware that he was
something more than human - an
experiment conducted by Charon, a
notorious criminal. The man said his name
was Turner Pascal - but Pascal was dead,
killed in a car wreck. Then she discovers
that Charon is experimenting with
copying the minds of humans into
android brains and is planning to make his
own army of slaves. Samantha and Turner
quickly find themselves on the run,
pursued by the most ruthless criminal of
the 21st-century. Hb $49.95 309pp
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SARAH ASH
PRISONER OF IRONSEA
TOWER
Tears of Artamon #2. Eugene of Tielen has
won the legendary rubies which entitle
him to be crowned emperor of the five
countries of Rossiya. He has consigned
Gavril Nagarian to a living death in the
bleak Ironsea Tower, but other sinister
forces are at work, infiltrating Eugene’s
new empire. He is obsessed with
obtaining the arcane knowledge to enslave
a Drakhaoul, the daemon spirit that made
Gavril such a formidable opponent. Gavril
is equally obsessed - with escape. He has
dreamed of returning to his peaceful life as
a painter in Smarna, but if Eugene is
successful in his quest for daemonic
powers, he will become a monster and
Gavril is the only man capable of stopping
him. Tp $32.95 470pp

ISAAC ASIMOV’S ROBOT CITY
MICHAEL KUBE-MCDOWELL
ODESSEY
#1. A man without memory is
stranded on an icy asteroid. His only
chance for survival is locked within a
band of mining robots searching for a
mysterious object known as the Key to
Perihelion. His name is Derec. His
journey will take him to a fantastic
metropolis beyond his dreams - Robot
City. Pb $12.95 211pp
ROBERT ASPRIN & JODY LYNN NYE
MYTH ALLIANCES
A Myth Adventures novel. When the
sheepish Wuhses are taken advantage of
by the overbearing Pervects, Skeeve
teams up with Zol Icty, self-help expert
and best-selling author of Imps Are from
Imper, Deveels Are from Deva, on a
mythion in personal empowerment. Pb
$15.95 275pp
JAMES AXLER
SEPARATION
Deathlands #66. Ryan and his group
make their way to an island in hopes of
finding brief sanctuary. Instead, they are
captured by descendants of African slaves
from pre-Civil War days. Pb $15.95 348pp
J G BALLARD
MILLENNIUM PEOPLE
When a bomb goes off at Heathrow,
killing his ex-wife, psychologist David
Markham starts to investigate. He falls in
with a group based in the Thameside
estate of Chelsea Marina. Led by a
charismatic doctor, the group aims to
rouse the middle classes to anger and
violence, to free them from both the selfimposed burdens of civic responsibility
and the trappings of a consumer society.
Markham is swept up in a campaign that
spirals rapidly out of control. Every
certainty in his life is questioned as the
cornerstones of middle England become
targets and growing panic grips the
capital... Pb $22.95 294pp
www.galaxybooks.com.au
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THE CHANGEOVER

BORN OF EMPIRE

M AR GARET M AHY
P B $12.95 282 PP

Margaret Mahy has written many children’s
and young adult books, but I believe this is
perhaps her best. When I originally read this
story almost 15 years ago, I found its simple,
yet enchanting, story totally captivating, and
it still has the same effect for me today.
Set in New Zealand, the book tells the story
of Laura Chant, a 14-year-old schoolgirl
living with her divorced mother Kate and 3year-old brother Jacko. One morning, she
receives a ‘warning’, a kind of psychic flash,
and she knows something bad will happen, but her mother is
too busy to listen. That afternoon, Laura picks Jacko up from the
babysitter and, on the way home, they wander into a new
antique store. Here they meet the creepy Carmody Braque, who
places an ink stamp of a tiger on Jacko’s hand. Laura knows this
is the ‘bad thing’ and tries to wash the tiger stamp off, but it
won’t come off. Over the next couple of days, Jacko’s health
deteriorates. Kate takes him to the doctor, but nobody knows
what’s wrong with him, apart from Laura, who doesn’t think
anyone will believe her.
Laura finally takes matters into her own hands and goes to see
the only person she knows can help, Sorenson Carlisle. Sorry is
an 18-year-old boy who has been attending her school for about
18 months and Laura knows he is a witch.
With the help of Sorry and Sorry’s mother and grandmother,
Laura discovers that Braque is an old spirit who sucks the life
force from people to extend his own life. The bad news is that
there is nothing they can do for Jacko and the only way to stop
Braque is to trick him into taking a witch’s mark. As Sorry
explains, however, Braque is a smart old spirit and he would be
able to detect a witch and would not let one near him. Then
Laura is offered a solution - she can go through a changeover
and become a witch. Hopefully, Braque won’t be able to tell she
is a witch, especially if Sorry is with her, until it’s too late. But
there is a catch - to become a witch will change Laura forever
and she can never go back to what she was before. Yet with
Jacko’s life in danger, how can she refuse to make the sacrifice?
This classic young adult fantasy won the Carnegie Medal.
Although written about 20 years ago, it certainly doesn’t feel
dated. Mahy is a terrific storyteller and her characters are
amazing. Laura is a believable, intelligent, strong and capable
heroine, but at the same time flawed, accessible and very real.
Sorry is one of the best characters I have ever seen depicted (and
I think I have a bit of a crush on him). As a very rare male witch,
living with two women whom he barely knows or understands,
his coolness and almost inhuman reactions make him very
sympathetic. His interaction with Laura is one of the best parts
of the book - talk about sexual tension! It is also nice to see that
the adults in the story are not demonised. Kate is a little
scattered and, when she begins to date Chris, Laura is not too
happy, but Kate is shown as a loving mother who is working
hard for her family. Laura is able to learn that her parents and
Chris are just people who can make mistakes and should be
given the benefit of the doubt.
This is a wonderful story and Mahy is never condescending,
which I have seen with other young adult authors. If you like
your fantasy with a modern twist and a bit of romance, then you
can’t go past this book. It doesn’t lose any of its potency with
multiple readings. 9/10 - Sian
GALAXY BOOKSHOP
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The Chronicles of Kydan Book One
S IMON B R O WN
TP $25 373PP
Simon Brown became my favourite
Australian author with the release of the
Keys of Power trilogy, so I was eagerly
awaiting this latest title, which is the first
branch of the creative tree to bear fruit in
Brown’s new deal with Tor, and what
delicious fruit it is!
Although a comparatively small book for
the fantasy genre, Brown packs a surprising
amount into this tale of politics, families
and intrigue. Set in a wonderfully detailed
world that revolves around two expansionist empires and their
brutal intrigues, Brown flexes his pen and proceeds to present to
the reader ideas that are intriguingly different to the flood of
medieval fantasy currently in the market. Not that medieval
fantasy is bad, mind you, but great ideas in this genre seem to be
few and far between these days.
In the world of the Kydan Chronicles, political power has been
held exclusively by the Kevleren family for over 240 years.
Distinct in appearance, the Kevlerens also stand apart from the
people they rule by virtue of their gift - the ability to Wield the
Sefid, a magical power that is untouchable to most people. But
to Wield the Sefid requires a sacrifice, and the greater the
sacrifice, the more powerful the Wielding. The Kevleren horde
their gift and Kevleren law restricts any marriage outside their
family, nor may offspring from unions with non-gifted subjects
be allowed to live.
Opening with the crowning of Lerena as the new empress of the
mighty Hamilayan Empire, the start of her reign is marked with
conflict as General Third Prince Maddyn Kevleren defies his
family and takes a commoner as a lover. In an effort to prevent
disaster, Lerena offers him the posting of Commander on an
expedition across the Deepening Sea to establish a colony in the
politically troubled land of Kydan, thus moving him far enough
away to effectively exile him, while also matching the expansive
moves of the empire’s greatest enemy, the Rivald kingdom.
Maddyn, Hamilaya’s most gifted military leader, accepts his
cousin Lerena’s offer in an attempt to protect the life of his lover,
Alway, and their unborn child from both the brutal law of the
Kevlerens and from his last lover, the Duchess Yunara, sister to
the empress. Beautiful, wilful and unstable, Yunara is the most
gifted Wielder of the Sefid. Betrayed in love by Maddyn, she
will stop at nothing to avenge her broken heart.
As the dramas in her family play out, a revolt against the ruling
Kevleren family in Rivald forces Lerena to confront a threat not
just to that branch of the family, but Kevlerens everywhere.
With twists and turns that keep you guessing, Brown has
produced a gem of strong characters and vivid locales in a
world bordering on a type of alternate industrial revolution.
This is a tale that delights in the unexpected and I can’t wait for
the next one! - Mark

ORDER ONLINE...
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CLIVE BARKER
ABARAT
Books of Abarat #1. Abarat is a land
made up of 25 islands, each one
representing one hour of the day, all ruled
over by the evil Christopher Carrion, Lord
of Midnight and his grandmother, Mater
Motley. Candy Quackenbush, a 16-yearold from Chickentown, Minnesota,
crosses by accident from our world into
Abarat and discovers she has been there
before. As Candy makes her journey
between all the islands of the archipelago,
she will discover a plot by Christopher
Carrion to block out the Sun, Moon and
stars to achieve a condition of Permanent
Midnight. In order to prevent this disaster,
Candy must find the courage to confront
the Lord of Midnight. Pb $18.95 431pp
JEFFREY BARLOUGH
STRANGE CARGO
This novel is set in a world where
the Ice Age never ended and only a
narrow coastline of civilisation survives,
where Victorian society exists alongside
sabre-toothed
cats
and
woolly
mammoths. Tp $32.95 481pp
MARTIN BOOTH
SOUL STEALER
The Alchemist’s Son #2. Evil has
returned to Rawne Barton, this time in the
form of a malevolent chemistry teacher
whose aim is to gain power by stealing
souls. Pip and Tim, now at secondary
school, manage to get Sebastian, the
alchemist’s son, into their class so he can
uncover the teacher’s evil plan. Pb $14.95
242pp
ALICE BORCHARDT
THE RAVEN WARRIOR
Guinevere #2. Guinevere has
accepted the power offered to her by the
Dragon Throne and been crowned
Queen. As she faces the first great test of
her reign, so her childhood companion,
Black Leg - the shape-shifting son of her
adoptive father - begins his own quest to
become a man and warrior worthy of this
new queen. And when he and Guinevere
are finally reunited, the consequences of
both their ordeals will unleash a torrent of
anguish and desire - for he is the Raven
Warrior, the one who will be called
Lancelot... Pb $22.95 624pp
RAY BRADBURY
THE CAT’S PYJAMAS
In this collection the author takes
readers on a walk through his six-decade
career, presenting 22 tales - some old,
some new and all but two never before
published. A group of senators drinks a
bit too much and gambles away the
United States, a newlywed couple buys
an old house and finds their fledgling
relationship tested, two mysterious
strangers arrive at a rooming house and
baffle their fellow occupants with strange
crying in the night, a lonely woman takes
a last chance on love. Hb $45.00 234pp
GALAXY BOOKSHOP

RAY BRADBURY
FAHRENHEIT 451
50th Anniversary Edition. Guy
Montag is a fireman. His job is to burn
books, which are forbidden, being the
source of all discord and unhappiness.
Even so, Montag is unhappy; there is
discord in his marriage. Are books hidden
in his house? The Mechanical Hound of
the Fire Department, armed with a lethal
hypodermic is ready to track down those
dissidents who defy society to preserve
and read books. With a new introduction
by Ray Bradbury. Pb $18.95 184pp
MARION ZIMMER BRADLEY
& DIANA PAXSON
ANCESTORS OF AVALON
The priests and priestesses of
Atlantis have known for many years that
the Sea Kingdoms were doomed, but now
that the final destruction has arrived they
discover they are less prepared than they
had thought for what lies ahead. Hb
$59.95 363pp
MARION ZIMMER BRADLEY
& DEBORAH ROSS
A FLAME IN HALI
Darkover: The Clingfire Trilogy #3. Set
in the era of The Hundred Kingdoms, a
lawless time of war and unrest on the
planet Darkover, this is the epic tale of a
legendary friendship forged between
King and Keeper - a friendship that
would ultimately bring about the end of
all long distance weapons and the
beginning of a new destiny for Darkover.
Hb $54.00 466pp
PATRICIA BRIGGS
RAVEN’S SHADOW
The Raven mage Seraph must
protect the world from a terror that
threatens to re-emerge after generations
of imprisonment. Pb $15.95 334pp
KRISTEN BRITAIN
FIRST RIDER’S CALL
Green Rider #2. Karigan G’ladheon
finds herself in a world of danger and
complex magic. Compelled by forces she
cannot understand, she becomes one of
the legendary Green Riders - messengers
to the king. Pursued by the ghost of the
First Rider, Karigan will re-enter the life
of the Green Riders, just as an ancient evil
is reawakening. Pb $17.95 596pp
KAREN BROOKS
THE KURS OF ATLANTIS
Caz and Simon embark on their final
and most dangerous quest yet, sailing to
the Borders of Imagination to find the lost
city of Atlantis. Throughout the voyage,
Caz and her friends encounter mermaids,
demons, a cursed Sibyl, a cannibal,
Odysseus’s conflicted son Telemachus,
gods, sirens and even a colossus. Pb
$17.95 384pp
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SIMON BROWN
BORN OF EMPIRE
Chronicles of Kydan #1. The
Hamilayan Empire has never been
stronger. The Empress Lerena is sending
an expedition, led by her cousin Maddyn,
across the Deepening Sea to expand its
borders and counter moves by its nearest
neighbour and greatest enemy, the
kingdom of Rivald. But problems emerge
to complicate her reign. Her unstable
sister, Yunara, has been thwarted in love
and this makes her dangerous. The object
of Yunara’s obsession, the banished
Maddyn, has defied Kevleren law and is
having a child with a commoner. Lerena
fears what destruction Yunara’s anger
may unleash. Then news of an uprising
against the ruling Kevleren family in
Rivald reaches Hamilay. When the truth
behind the revolution is revealed, Lerena
finds herself facing the greatest challenge
to her power. The conflict between
empire and kingdom is ignited and both
the old and the new worlds will be
threatened by the fire of magic and war.
Tp $25.00 373pp
M M BUCKNER
NEUROLINK
In the 23rd Century, corporations
have replaced nations and executives
have absolute rule, but when an
underground enclave of independent
workers threatens the system, executive
Dominic Jedes must negotiate with them
face to face. Pb $15.95 326pp
LOIS MCMASTER BUJOLD
PALADIN OF SOULS
Sequel to Curse of Chalion. The Golden
General’s curse has been lifted from the
royal family and Cazaril can now rest
easy and enjoy his new life with his bride
Betriz. However, life for Ista, the
Dowager Royina, has not improved. With
the death of her mother, the Provincara
and with her surviving child now ruling
Chalion from the Capital Cardegross, she
is left without purpose. Her brother’s
family still think she’s mad and aim to
keep her locked up safely to avoid
embarrassment, but she craves freedom
and escape and begins to plan how this
may become reality. Pb $18.95 580pp
CHRIS BUNCH
THE DOUBLECROSS
PROGRAM
Star Risk, Ltd #3. M’chel Riss and the Star
Risk, Ltd team find themselves in the
middle of a strange assignment - a staged
bank robbery that involves putting
money back. But the job soon takes an
even stranger turn when they get caught
up in a full-fledged war over an addictive
new consumer product. The roguish
mercenaries will need to rely on every
resource possible to make a buck and
make it out alive... Pb $17.95 338pp

www.galaxybooks.com.au

RACHEL CAINE
HEAT STROKE
Weather Warden #2. Mistaken for a
murderer, Weather Warden Joanne
Baldwin is hunted down and killed by
her colleagues. Reborn as a Djinn, she
senses something sinister entering earth’s
atmosphere - something that makes
tomorrow’s forecast look deadly. Pb
$15.95 335pp
P C CAST
GODDESS OF SPRING
To save her failing bakery,
Lina trades souls with Persephone the
Goddess of Spring - and starts falling for
hunky Hades. Pb $15.95 375pp
KEN CATRAN
PROTEUS RISING
Spaceship Copernicus is orbiting
Jupiter and her moons. Second-incommand Declan awakes from cryo-sleep
into a strange and murderous puzzle. The
commander is missing and one by one,
the crew vanish. Is there a killer on board
- or something alien? Pb $18.95 158pp
JACK CHALKER
KASPAR’S BOX
Tales of the Three Kings #3. For
centuries, interstellar prospectors have
searched for the fabled Worlds of the
Three Kings, but if any found it, they
were never heard from again. The mad
cyborg
Prophet,
Ishmael
Hand,
discovered the mysterious system and
refused to reveal its location before
vanishing. Two more expeditions found
the Three Kings, but never returned. Now
a chance encounter has brought an armed
expedition to the third planet of the Three
Kings - Kaspar. They will join forces with
the survivors of the first two expeditions,
who have been marooned both by alien
power and by human treachery, as they at
last encounter the alien minds behind the
mysterious triple planetary system - and
they will face a decision that may
determine the fate of the entire human
race. Pb $15.95 306pp
C J CHERRYH
FORGE OF HEAVEN
Gene Wars #2. Concord Station
holds a unique place in the universe - the
one place where humans from Earth, the
strange Outsider worlds and the
extremely powerful, alien ondat all
coexist, bound together to the fate of the
fragile world below. Scarred by vicious
nanotechnology unleashed by the
powerful ondat, this lone desert planet
acts as the crucible to determine whether
there can be peace between the farspanning empires of the universe, or
unending, unstoppable war to rival even
the cataclysmic Gene Wars that once
devastated untold galaxies. Hb $54.00
405pp
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HAL CLEMENT
NOISE
Kainui is one of a pair of double
planets circling a pair of binary stars.
Mike Hoani has come there to study the
language of the colonists, to analyse its
evolution in the years since settlement.
But Kainui is an ocean planet. The ocean
is 1,700 miles deep, with no solid ground
anywhere. The population is scattered in
cities on floating artificial islands, with no
fixed locations. The atmosphere isn’t
breathable and lightning, waterspouts
and tsunamis are constant. Mike’s
academic research turns into an exotic
nautical adventure unlike anything he
could have imagined. Tp $29.95 252pp
EOIN COLFER
THE SUPERNATURALIST
In the not-too-distant future, in a
place called Satellite City, Cosmo Hill is
unfortunate enough to come into the
world unwanted by his parents. And so,
as are all orphaned boys his age, Cosmo is
dipped in a vaccine vat and sent to the
Clarissa Frayne Institute for Parentally
Challenged Boys - freight class. At
Clarissa Frayne, the orphans are put to
work by the state, testing dangerous
products that never should be allowed
near human beings. Cosmo Hill knows
that he must escape, even though he has
no idea what might be waiting for him on
the outside. He plans for the moment
when he can make a break. When that
moment finally comes, he nearly dies
while escaping. But he is rescued by a
gang of Supernaturalists, a motley crew
of kids who all have a special psychic
ability - one that Cosmo is about to learn
he has as well. They see supernatural
Parasites - tiny, translucent creatures who
feed on the life force of humans. Pb $17.95
291pp
STORM CONSTANTINE
THE WRAITHS OF WILL AND
PLEASURE
The First Book of the Wraeththu Histories.
Though they believe they have inherited
the earth, in truth Wraeththu have yet to
learn the truth about their origins. They
have expanded their number through
mutating humans into hara like
themselves, but now comes the time for
them to probe the mysteries of creation.
After a magical Festival night that
surpassed all others, when the world of
Wraeththu was shaken to its core, two
hara, Ulaume and Flick, embark upon
separate journeys in search of meaning
and truth. Their paths cross and they find
they share a single destiny - to discover
the truth about who holds power in the
fabled city of Immanion and to defend the
outcast harling Lileem, who is linked
with the strange Kamagrian tribe and
who might be the key to the destiny of all
Wraeththu. Tp $39.95 496pp
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KEITH DECANDIDO
DRAGON PRECINCT
Gan Brightblade is one of the
world’s greatest heroes and a personal
friend of the Lord and Lady of Cliff’s End.
So when he’s brutally murdered in
grubby lodgings in Dragon Precinct, on
the eve of a great quest, the Captain of the
Guard puts his two best investigators on
the case. The half-elf Danthres Tresyllione
and ex-soldier Torin ban Wyvald soon
discover that the crime scene is empty of
any forensic evidence - physical or
magical. The Lord and Lady want their
friend’s murder solved - now. The
populace is mourning the loss of a great
hero. The ever-unhelpful Brotherhood of
Wizards could take over the case at any
minute and then another member of
Brightblade’s party turns up dead... Pb
$15.95 262pp
JOSEPH DELANEY
THE SPOOK’S APPRENTICE
Thomas Ward is the seventh son of a
seventh son and has been apprenticed to
the local Spook. The job is hard, the Spook
is distant and many apprentices have
failed before Thomas. Somehow Thomas
must learn how to exorcise ghosts,
contain witches and bind boggarts. But
when he is tricked into freeing Mother
Malkin, the most evil witch in the County,
the horror begins... Hb $24.95 325pp
MICK FARREN
KINDLING
The last bastions of freedom, the
Kingdom of Albany and the Norse
Alliance, stand at bay. They are
threatened by the Empire of the Mosul,
whose unstoppable forces have already
conquered most of Europe and now set
their sights on the New World. There is
one slim chance of salvation. Four
youngsters must find each other and
themselves, to form an entity that can
challenge the Dark Things, warrior
demons raised by the necromancy of the
Zhaithan. Hb $59.95 416pp
MINISTER FAUST
THE COYOTE KINGS OF THE
SPACE-AGE BACHELOR PAD
Hamza and Yehat are the Coyote Kings’
best friends, each brilliant in his own
right. Yehat builds prototypes of spaceage inventions in his spare time, while
Hamza writes lush, lyrical poems when
he’s not blocked - which, these days, is
nearly always. When the mysterious
Sherem shows up, Hamza’s creative
spark is ignited. Who is this sophisticated
woman that speaks arcane African
tongues, quotes from obscure comics and
Star Wars movies, yet seems somehow too
ethereal for the world Hamza inhabits?
And what is the lost artefact that she and
a cast of coiffed collectors and criminal
cultists so desperately seek? Tp $32.95
531pp
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RICHARD FAWKES
NATURE OF THE BEAST
Throughout the galaxy, the nearinvincible armies of the alien Remor have
set their sights on one goal - the complete
extermination of the human race.
Outnumbered and outgunned, The
Interstellar Defence League cannot afford
to discard any asset - so a disgraced
Sector Commander is being given a
chance to redeem himself... by sacrificing
his life. Saddled with shockingly green
troops, a captain with a chequered past
and
a
trouble-making
civilian
expeditionary force, Stone’s mission is
clearly suicidal. Because even his
superiors are unaware of the weapon the
Remor have waiting for the human
invaders - an instrument of destruction
that is demonic, unstoppable... and
obscenely human. Pb $15.95 337pp

JOE HALDEMAN
GUARDIAN
Rosa Coleman has not had an easy
life. Uprooted from her Southern home
during the Civil War, she settled in
Philadelphia. Eventually, she married a
man of leisure, whose compassion
quickly turned to cruelty, but once that
cruelty was inflicted upon their only son
Daniel, she picked up and fled with the
boy to Alaska to start anew among the
region’s gold fields. But even the harsh
journey across America has not prepared
Rosa for the infinite possibilities that
await her. Something not of this world
has approached her. It has revealed the
universe’s secrets to her and it will take
her on an extraordinary odyssey as she
discovers that she, Rosa Coleman, has a
role to play in bringing peace to Earth...
Pb $17.95 294pp

LAURA ANNE GILMAN
STAYING DEAD
As a Retriever, Wren specialises in
finding things gone missing and bringing
them back, no questions asked. Normally
her job is stimulating, challenging and
only a little bit dangerous. But every once
in a while... Case in point - a cornerstone
containing a spell is stolen and there’s a
magical complication. Wren’s unique
abilities aren’t enough to lay this
particular case to rest, and so she turns to
some friends - a demon minor, a mage
who has lost her mind and a few others.
Sometimes what a woman has to do to get
the job done is enough to give even Wren
nightmares... Tp $29.95 344pp

ROBERT HEINLEIN
THE NOTEBOOKS OF
LAZARUS LONG
Long appeared in Heinlein’s series of
‘future history’ novels and was the oldest
living member of the human race. His
adventures are detailed in these
‘notebooks’ which provide excellent visual
illustration throughout. Tp $27.00 56pp

DEBI GLIORI
PURE DEAD BRILLIANT
Strega Brogia #3. When Signora
Strega-Borgia invites some would-be
witches to stay, weird things begin to
happen. Pandora can’t resist the
temptation of time travel. Titus picks up a
deadly computer virus and it looks like
they may have to trade in the family riches
for a family curse. Pb $14.95 316pp
JOE HALDEMAN
CAMOUFLAGE
A million years before the emergence
of humans, a spaceship splashes into the
Pacific Ocean and a creature emerges from
the vessel, drastically altering its
appearance in order to survive.
Eventually, the changeling leaves the
water and enters the world of man.
Adopting various human personas, the
changeling slowly masters the intricacies
of human society. When a strange artefact
is discovered seven miles below the
surface of the Pacific in the early 21st
century, the changeling is inexplicably
drawn to it. But so is something else another, much older, shape-shifting alien.
This chameleon’s motives for wanting to
unlock the secrets of the artefact, however,
are far different from the changeling’s. Hb
$49.95 296pp
GALAXY BOOKSHOP

MARY HOOPER
PETALS IN THE ASHES
Hannah returns to her beloved
London to re-open the sweetmeats shop
with younger sister Anne. Londoners are
reeling from the plague epidemic of the
previous year, but Hannah and Anne are
keen to start enjoying everything the
bustling city has to offer. But this is 1666
and it has been prophesised that terrible
things will happen and on Pudding Lane,
flames are raging through the bakery... Pb
$15.95 188pp
WALTER HUNT
THE DARK PATH
Dark Wing #2.
Man and zor, once
sworn
enemies
engaged in a mutual
campaign
of
xenocide, now live
side by side. The war
is over and Admiral
Marais,
the
legendary
Dark
Wing - both Angel of
Death and Species
Saviour - is long dead, though some of his
companions and participants in that great
war still survive and have even chosen to
live among the zor. Now a mystery from
the past becomes a threat to the present,
when an unholy menace jeopardises both
humans and zor alike. Whole space fleets
have disappeared, with survivors
stricken mad and now man and zor must
join forces to meet this adversary head
on... Pb $17.95 341pp
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ALEXANDER IRVINE
ONE KING, ONE SOLDIER
After receiving an honourable
discharge from the Korean War, 20-yearold Lance Porter vows to put his civilian
life back together, which means heading
to commie-infested Berkeley to see his
high school sweetheart, Ellie. But after
Lance gets cold feet, he encounters
instead a drunk, gay poet named Jack
Spicer, who spews crazy stories about
Lance being the Fisher King. It appears
that the bearing of the grail has been
bequeathed to young Lance, much to his
shock and disbelief. Can a legacy born in
the deserts of Ethiopia truly be reemerging in the bohemian bars of New
York City and San Francisco? And is a vet
with a lost soul really worthy of its care?
Tp $29.95 337pp
MELANIE JACKSON
STILL LIFE
Snippets of a forgotten past are
returning to Nyssa Laszlo, along with the
power to project her mind. Each
projection thrusts her into a glowing still
life of colour and time and her every step
leads deeper into undiscovered country.
She is learning who she is, whether she
wants to or not. She is also learning that
dark things are on the rise. From the
Unseelie faerie court to Abrial, the
dauntless dreamwalker who pursues her,
the curtain is going up on a stage Nyssa
has never seen and a cast she can’t
imagine - and it’s the final act of a play for
her heart and soul. Pb $15.95 327pp
KATE JACOBY
TRIAL OF FIRE
Elita #5. For years, the Enclave has
hidden the Salti Pazar, those gifted with
magical powers, from the eyes of those
who would wish to see them destroyed.
But now the mountain community has
been revealed and its sorcerers must
scatter across Lusara. The Enemy, Robert
Douglas, the greatest sorcerer Lusara has
ever known, brought together two
magical
artefacts,
hoping
for
enlightenment and power. Instead, as he
struggles for control, Jenn, leader of the
Salti Pazar, must save her people.
Lusara’s greatest threat, the ages-old
sorcerer known as the Angel of Darkness.
Pb $18.95 441pp
DEBORAH JOHNS
MAIDEN OF FIRE
Raised in a convent, Claire of
Foix has been secretly trained in
spellbinding by a renegade Templar
knight. It is she who has been chosen to
stir up a revolt against the new lord of the
French fortress, Aimery dei Conti di
Segni. Claire believes it will be a simple
task to entice him into her spell. Yet she is
an innocent in the ways of love and
unprepared for the power of his
seduction or the magic of his kiss... Pb
$13.95 347pp
www.galaxybooks.com.au

JULIE KENNER
APHRODITE’S FLAME
His father is the world’s most
famous super villain, so Mordi is used to
being bad, but now his father is turning
over a new leaf, joining the good guys,
just as Mordi meets the woman of his
dreams. How lucky is that? Bad boys!?
Isole isn’t used to them - at least not in
this way. For years she’s been a Protector,
a super heroine, but a dark presence is
trying to sway her allegiance. Worse, the
best thing in her life since her first
propulsion cloak is Mordi - a dark-haired
hunk whose sweet green eyes belied a
past and a pedigree of evil. He is
gorgeous, and someone she could love.
He makes her burn with desire and
nothing she does can put out the flames.
Pb $15.95 338pp

MERCEDES LACKEY, ERIC FLINT &
DAVE FREER
THE WIZARD OF KARRES
A Karres novel. Captain Pausert
foiled the deadliest of space pirates and
eliminated the threat of the Worm World,
yet his troubles kept piling up. Sent on a
secret mission to stop the nanite plague, a
self-aware disease that could devastate
whole worlds, he found that someone
had convinced the Imperial Fleet that he
was a wanted criminal, which led to a
battle leaving his ship in urgent need of
repairs. So he stopped at the next planet
for repairs, but found that somehow his
bank account had been cut off and that
the authorities were looking for someone
matching his description. There was only
one thing to do - join the circus! Hb $48.00
313pp

RUSSELL KIRKPATRICK
IN THE EARTH ABIDES THE
FLAME
Fire of Heaven #2. Attempting to convince
the Council of Faltha of the need for all
nations to combine forces and defeat the
armies of Bhrudwo, the Company are
rebuffed and some of their members are
imprisoned. Their choices are difficult whether to continue their journey and
attempt to find the fiery arrow of legend
which may help to rouse their world
against invasion, or go home and await
the armies of the Immortal Destroyer. Tp
$24.95 512pp

JULIAN MAY
CONQUEROR’S MOON
Boreal Moon #1. Prince Conrig of
Cathra, who waits patiently as his father
the king wastes slowly away, hatched a
plan in league with his lover, the
seductive sorceress Princess Ullanoth of
Moss and if their secret alliance succeeds
in its goal, the warring kingdoms of High
Blenholm will be united once and for all,
under the iron hand of one supreme
rule... Tp $29.95 502pp

NANCY KRESS
CRUCIBLE
Vines #2. Jake Holman brought
together a diverse group of thousands to
settle on a new world, but instead the
humans found themselves caught in the
crossfire of a galaxy-spanning war
between two species - aggressive,
militaristic humanoids known as Furs
and passive, plant-like creatures known
as Vines. Having cast their lots with the
peaceful Vines, humanity faces all-out
war against the Furs. Our only hope? A
virus designed by the Vines to remove all
aggressiveness from the Furs. Can it
spread fast enough to save not only
Holman’s colony, but the rest of
humanity? And at what price to the Furs?
Hb $54.00 384pp
ELLEN KUSHNER
THOMAS THE RHYMER
When the bold and gifted
young minstrel, Thomas the Rhymer,
awakens the desire of the powerful
Queen of Elfland, he finds that words are
not enough to keep him from his fate. As
the Queen sweeps him far from the
people he has known and loved into her
realm of magic, opulence and captivity,
he learns at last what it is to be truly
human. When he returns to his home
with the Queen’s parting gift, his great
task will be to seek out the girl he loved
and wronged. Pb $15.95 262pp
GALAXY BOOKSHOP

CHINA MIEVILLE
IRON COUNCIL
Bas-Lag #3. It is a time of wars and
revolutions, conflict and intrigue. New
Crobuzon is being ripped apart from
without and within. War with the
shadowy city-state of Tesh and rioting on
the streets at home are pushing the
teeming city to the brink. A mysterious
masked figure spurs strange rebellion,
while treachery and violence incubate in
unexpected places. In desperation, a
small group of renegades escapes from
the city and crosses strange and alien
continents in the search for a lost hope. In
the blood and violence of New
Crobuzon’s most dangerous hour, there
are whispers. It is the time of the iron
council... Hb $54.00 564pp
L E MODESITT, JR
DARKNESSES
Corean Chronicles #2. Now captain of
the 21st Company, Alucius must face new
challenges, both military and magical.
Corus has been fragmented since the
collapse of its ancient magic-powered
civilisation. A would-be conqueror has
somehow revived sorcerous creatures of
legend to assist in his crusade to reunite
the continent under his rule. The Iron
Valleys are forced into an alliance with
the Lord-Protector of Lanachrona and the
21st is dispatched to stand against the
invaders. Neither the officers above him,
nor the men under him know it, but
Alucius’s Talent is their only hope for
victory, or even survival. Pb $19.95 551pp
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JAMES MORROW
THE CAT’S PAJAMAS AND
OTHER STORIES
Terminal baptism, erotic performance art
and voodoo economics with actual
voodoo are just a few of the subjects that
James Morrow tackles with humour and
sharp criticism in this collection. Other
outlandish tales include John Wayne
battling cancer using a highly alternative
therapy, a gene for integrity being
harvested from the brain of an unwilling
donor and the landing of Christopher
Columbus in modern-day Manhattan.
Included are the Locus and Nebula Awardnominated novelette Auspicious Eggs and
several previously unpublished pieces.
Hb $54.00 209pp
ROBERT NEWCOMB
THE GATES OF DAWN
Chronicles of Blood and Stone #2. The
war against the Sorceresses of the Coven
was won, but victory came at a terrible
cost - the king and queen dead, the
wizards’ council decimated and the land
ravaged by fear, scarred by battle,
lawless. Prince Tristan is now a wanted
man, taking refuge in an underground
labyrinth, together with his twin sister
and her daughter, and the wizards Wigg
and Faegan. To them falls the task of
rebuilding Eutracia, but it soon becomes
apparent that evil has not yet had its fill of
this ravaged land. As the awful truth is
revealed, Tristan must face this new
enemy, an evil that transcends life itself
and fight the ultimate battle - for his life,
his land and his destiny... Pb $21.95 655pp
MEL ODOM
THE DESTRUCTION OF THE
BOOKS
Rover #2. After his adventures on the
mainland, Wick returned to his duties at
the Vault of All Known Knowledge. Many
years later, Wick is Grandmagister
Lamplighter of the Great Library. His trips
to the mainland are fewer due to his
advanced age and lately he has enlisted an
assistant, Jugh, to undertake those roving
duties he used to relish. An encounter with
a goblin ship on the high seas leads to
Jugh’s discovery of a book in goblin hands,
a matter that must be investigated. This
single event leads to startling revelations
that forewarn of a great evil that is every
bit as powerful as the Vault of All Known
Knowledge and whose presence in the
Great Library may indeed result in the
destruction of the books and perhaps far
worse. Hb $56.00 381pp
TAMORA PIERCE
SONG OF THE LIONESS
OMNIBUS
Alanna wants to be a knight, but she’s a
girl and girls don’t get to be knights. So
she decides to travel to Tortall disguised
as a boy. It’s crazy and dangerous, but it’s
also just the beginning of Alanna’s big
adventure... Pb $22.95 838pp
Ph 9267 7222 FAX 9261 3691

CHRISTOPHER PRIEST
THE SEPARATION
This is the story of twin brothers,
rowers in the 1936 Olympics (where they
met Hess, Hitler’s deputy); one joins the
RAF and captains a Wellington; he is shot
down after a bombing raid on Hamburg
and becomes Churchill’s aide-de-camp;
his twin brother, a pacifist, works with the
Red Cross, rescuing bombing victims in
London. But this is not a straightforward
story of the Second World War: this is an
alternate history. The two brothers - both
called J L Sawyer - live their lives in
alternate versions of reality. In one, the
Second World War ends as we imagine it
did, in the other, thanks to efforts of an
eminent team of negotiators headed by
Hess, the war ends in 1941. Pb $21.95
405pp

Q UENTARIS

JOHN HEFFERNAN
THE MIND MASTER
#11. Torrad, a young peasant,
possesses strange magical powers of the
mind. Through his ability, he has
uncovered the Mind Master’s evil plot.
But can one boy change the course of
Quentaran history? Pb $14.95 155pp
MARGO LANAGAN
THE TREASURE HUNTERS OF
QUENTARIS
#12. Tikko wants to delay growing
up and becoming a rift guide and Lord
Eustachio Doro is unsure of following in
the footsteps of his family. When they are
thrown together to become the latest
treasure hunters in the rift caves found in
the mountains near Quentaris, they are
less concerned with their futures and
more interested in finding their fortunes.
Pb $14.95 150pp
IRENE RADFORD
THE DRAGON CIRCLE
The Stargods #2. This is the story of
three Terran brothers, who discover a
fascinating world where dragons are real
and worshiped as gods. Pb $15.95 425pp
KEVIN RANDLE
OPERATION ROSWELL
Roswell, New Mexico, 1947. In the
troubled period just after World War II,
every inch of sky is monitored by radar.
The face of America’s enemy seems clear,
until reports of an unidentified aircraft
flying over the New Mexico desert arrive
in Washington. The situation is placed in
the hands of Major General Curtis LeMay.
When his men shoot the craft down, it
becomes obvious that this was no Russian
vessel - and that it may not be from this
planet at all. As the army rushes to defend
the country, as the government attempts
to erase an event from public view,
humanity prepares to witness an event so
powerful that it could mean a change in
life as we know it. Nothing you believe
will ever be the same... Pb $15.95 402pp
GALAXY BOOKSHOP

ALASTAIR REYNOLDS
ABSOLUTION GAP
Revelation Space #3. Mankind has
endured centuries of plague and a brutal
interstellar war... but there is still no time
for peace and quiet. Stirred from aeons of
sleep, the Inhibitors, ancient alien killing
machines, have begun the process of
ridding the galaxy of its latest emergent
intelligence - mankind. As a ragtag group
of refugees, fleeing the first wave of the
cull, head towards an insignificant moon
light-years away, they discover an
avenging angel - a girl born in ice. She has
the power to lead mankind to safety and
the ability to draw down their darkest
enemy. And on a planet where vast
travelling cathedrals crawl towards the
treacherous fissure known as Absolution
Gap, an unsettling truth becomes
apparent - to beat one enemy, it may be
necessary to forge an alliance with
something worse... Pb $19.95 662pp
LEIGH RICHARDS
CALIFIA’S DAUGHTERS
Only the elders of the Valley
remember life the way it used to be, when
the ratio of male to female was nearly the
same. Before the bombs fell and a deadly
virus claimed the world’s men. Now,
civilisation’s few surviving males are
guarded by women warriors like Dian,
the Valley’s chief protector, as fierce and
loyal as the guard dogs she trains. When
an unexpected convoy of strangers rides
into her village, it is Dian who meets
them, ready to do battle. To her surprise,
the visitors come in peace and bear a
priceless gift, whose arrival is greeted
with as much suspicion as delight. The
strangers want something in return, a
request that could change the future of
the Valley into one of hope, or utter
desolation. It is up to Dian to discover
their motive, in a journey that will cost
her far more than she ever imagined, a
journey from which she may never
return. Pb $15.95 489pp
JOHN RINGO
HELL’S FAIRE
Posleen #4. With the defences of the
Southern Appalachians sundered, the
only thing standing between the ravening
Posleen hordes and the soft interior of the
Cumberland Plateau are the veterans of
555th Mobile Infantry. Dropped into
Rabun Pass, with a couple of million
Posleen behind them and 14 million to
the front, the only question is which will
run out first: power, bullets or bodies. But
they have a hole card - far to the north,
the shattered SheVa Nine is undergoing a
facelift. Rising from its smoking ashes is a
new weapon of war, armed with the most
advanced weaponry Terra has ever
produced, capable of facing both the
Posleen hordes and their redoubtable
space-cruisers. Pb $17.95 410pp
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ADAM ROBERTS
WRITING AS THE ROBERTSKI BROTHERS
THE MCATRIX DERIDED
There has never been a massive
blockbusting SF action movie quite so pofaced as The Matrix. With a lead actor
who can barely say “Neatcher”, let alone
spell it, The Matrix and its confused
sequels have nevertheless spawned an
immense following. This novel will take
the themes of twisted realities, paranoia
and godhead, the imagery of spoons,
dark glasses and impractical long coats
and the terror of slow-moving bullets and
iron octopoid-spidery robot thingys and
give them a damn good parodying. Hb
$19.95 300pp
NORA ROBERTS
A LITTLE MAGIC
In Spellbound, a beautiful lady
casts a 1,000 year spell on the man of
her dreams and unleashes a nightmare
only love can conquer. Ever After follows
a woman as she journeys to an
otherworldly land and introduces an
artist to the transforming power of love.
In Dreams links a young woman to a
stranger’s past and to the curse that has
trapped him forever in the eternity of his
own dreams. Pb $17.95 357pp
R GARCIA Y ROBERTSON
LADY ROBYN
Knight Errant #2. Robyn’s fantasy of
courtly romance comes up against the
brute reality of medieval politics - the
politics of murder, warfare and betrayal.
The War of the Roses is no longer a
textbook subject, it’s messing up her life
and so is the noble witch who, though he
doesn’t know it, is Edward’s enemy.
Edward’s father, Richard, is making a bid
for the throne and if he wins it, Edward
will be heir apparent. If Robyn marries
him, she will someday be queen and her
children heirs to the throne as well. In the
1460s, that means living with the constant
threat of death. The survival rate for heirs
is not high. Will Robyn reject her love or
risk the lives of her children to be? Pb
$15.95 423pp
JAMES ROLLINS
ICE HUNT
Buried deep in the earth’s polar ice
cap, carved into a moving island of ice, is
a secret place, the site of a remarkable
abandoned experiment that could have
frightening ramifications for the planet.
The brain trust of the former Soviet
Union, who created the 70-year-old Ice
Station Grendel would like it simply to
melt from human memory. But that
becomes impossible when an American
undersea research vessel, the Polar
Sentinel, pulls too close to the hollowedout iceberg... and one of the crew sees
something alive inside. Something that
never should have survived... Pb $17.95
521pp

www.galaxybooks.com.au

JOEL ROSENBERG
NOT REALLY THE PRISONER OF
ZENDA
Guardians of the Flame. Kethol, Pirojil
and the fledgling wizard Erenor are loyal
retainers, sworn to Jason Cullianane, a
man who walked away from a crown and
who has been trying to convince all the
almost-warring factions that he doesn’t
want the job back. Their lives aren’t very
easy and now it looks like our heroes
might wind up succeeding in none of
their schemes, for there are plots within
plots, and Kethol has been forced into a
disguise not of his own making. There is
magic aplenty in the air (and on the
ground) and in order to save a kingdom,
they may have to pull off a complicated
scheme that could kill them all - or land
them in positions of supreme power. Pb
$15.95 383pp
S F SAID
VARJAK PAW
Mesopotamian Blue cat, Varjak Paw,
has never been Outside before - he and
his family have always lived in the
isolated house at the top of the hill, but
Varjak is forced out into the city when the
sinister Gentleman and his two menacing
cats take over his home. With help from
his mystical ancestor, Jalal, Varjak
manages to overcome challenges such as
self-survival and a threat from the
gangland cats and he ultimately discovers
the terrifying secrets behind the
Vanishings. But can he save his own
family from their fate? Pb $14.95 255pp
MARCUS SEDGWICK
THE BOOK OF DEAD DAYS
The days between 27 December and
New Year’s Eve are dead days - days
when spirits roam and magic shifts
restlessly just beneath the surface of our
everyday lives. There is a man, Valerian,
whose time is running out, who must pay
the price for the pact he made with evil so
many years ago. His servant is Boy, a child
with no name and no past; a child he treats
with contempt, but who serves his master
well and finds solace in the company of his
only friend, Willow. Unknown to any of
them it is Boy who holds the key to their
destiny. Pb $14.95 270pp
PAUL STEWART & CHRIS RIDDELL
FERGUS CRANE
Fergus Crane has an almost ordinary
life - having lessons taught by teachers on
the school ship and helping his mother in
the bakery. Then a flying box appears at
the window of his waterfront home and is
followed by a winged mechanical horse
that whisks him off to meet his long-lost
uncle. Fergus finds out that his teachers
are not quite what they seem - they’re
actually pirates! Can Fergus and his
winged horse save his schoolmates from
the far-off Fire Island? And who else will
he find there. Hb $22.95 215pp

GALAXY BOOKSHOP

S M STIRLING
DIES THE FIRE
It all started when an electrical
storm over the island of Nantucket
produced a blinding white flash, causing
all electronic devices to cease to function computers, telephones, engines, radio,
television, even firearms - and plunged
the world into a darkness humanity was
unprepared to face. But even as some
people band together to help one another,
others are building armies for conquest...
Hb $49.95 483pp

CATHERINE WEBB
TIMEKEEPERS
Waywalkers #2. With Seth, Jehovah
and Thor now in control of the dread
Pandora Spirits, Sam knows Earth’s only
hope may rest in his unleashing the Light.
But the power bestowed upon him at
birth by his father could have deadly
consequences for Sam himself. For in
unleashing the Light, Sam must touch the
minds of every human on Earth. To save
the world, Sam may have to destroy
himself... Pb $16.95 309pp

CHARLES STROSS
SINGULARITY SKY

DAVID WEBER & STEVE WHITE
THE STARS AT WAR OMNIBUS
Crusade & In Death Ground. Two
novels in one volume. Crusade - Neither
side could defeat the other, so the Human
- Orion war fizzled into an uneasy peace.
Then a ship appeared from the dim mists
of half-forgotten history, and fired on the
Orion sentry ship, igniting the fires of
interstellar war anew. In Death Ground The human race and two other star
travelling races are now at peace - a peace
which is shattered by the discovery of a
fourth race, the Bugs, who regard all
other species as fit only to be food
animals. Hb $54.00 806pp

Eschaton #1. In the 21st century, man
created the Eschaton, a sentient artificial
intelligence. It pushed Earth through the
greatest technological evolution ever
known, while warning that time travel is
forbidden and transgressors will be
eliminated. Distant descendants of this
ultra high-tech Earth live in parochial
simplicity on the far-flung worlds of the
New Republic. Their way of life is
threatened by the arrival of an alien
information plague known as the
Festival. As forbidden technologies are
literally dropped from the sky,
suppressed political factions descend into
revolutionary turmoil. A battle fleet is
sent from Earth to destroy the Festival,
but
Spaceship
engineer
Martin
Springfield and UN diplomat Rachel
Mansour have been assigned rather
different tasks. Their orders are to diffuse
the crisis or to sabotage the New
Republic’s war-fleet, whatever the cost,
before the Eschaton takes hostile action
on a galactic scale. Pb $17.95 337pp
TRICIA SULLIVAN
MAUL
In a mall like any other, a gang of
teenage girls are suddenly caught up in a
maelstrom of shopping and violence. But
as the designer bullets fly, it is not only
their own lives they are fighting for.
Unknown to them they are battling for
the life of a man trapped in another place,
in a different world and with very
different enemies. He is a man they have
never met, but who represents the future
of the human race... or could destroy it.
Pb $19.95 419pp
JO WALTON
TOOTH AND CLAW
Here is a world of politics and train
stations, of churchmen and family
retainers, of courtship and country
houses... in which - on the death of an
elder - family members gather to eat the
body of the deceased. In which society’s
high-and-mighty
members
avail
themselves of the privilege of killing and
eating the weaker children, which they do
with ceremony and relish, growing
stronger thereby. Here is a world in
which everyone in the story is a dragon,
red in tooth and claw. Hb $54.00 253pp
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MICHELLE WELCH
BRIGHT AND THE DARK
Julian, a peaceful young man, is not
at home in his homeland. When traders
come to Biora for books to sell in Dabion,
they take Julian with them. Aron Jannes,
the son of Lord Justice Jannes, is angry at
his father’s negligence and at his mother’s
death ten years ago. In Dabion, Julian is
drawn toward Aron, recognising him as
another seeker without a home, although
Aron is too enthralled by his own anger
to return Julian’s friendship. One fateful
day, Aron rescues Julian from danger
almost by accident and the two young
men
are
thrown
together
by
circumstance. As they become drawn up
in the political turmoil that sets Dabion at
the edge of civil war, they must discover
where their loyalties lie and which paths
they will walk. Pb $15.95 390pp
K D WENTWORTH
THE IMPERIUM GAME
Kerickson is the main programmer
of the incredibly popular Imperium
Game, a 3D recreation of the Roman
Empire. The Game is flawless, or so it
seems, until the god programs begin to
exceed their parameters. Suddenly, the
Game is out of control. The gods run
rampant, life became violent and chaotic,
the Roman emperor turns up dead - for
real - and Kerickson is the prime suspect.
Pursued by a policeman convinced of his
guilt, Kerickson fled into the world of the
Game. Now Kerickson must find the
identity of the true murderer and quick –
because if the authorities don’t get him,
the gods surely will. Pb $15.95 242pp

Ph 9267 7222 FAX 9261 3691

SCOTT WESTERFELD
THE RISEN EMPIRE
Succession #1. The undead Emperor
has ruled his mighty interstellar empire
for 1600 years. His power has been
absolute. The Rix are machineaugmented humans who seek to end the
Emperor’s tyranny and replace it with an
eternal cybernetic dynasty. They take the
Child Empress hostage. Captain Laurent
Zai of the Imperial Frigate Lynx is tasked
with her rescue. Separated by light years,
bound by an unlikely love, Zai and
pacifist Senator Nara Oxham must each,
in their own way, face the challenge of the
Rix, as they hold the fate of the empire in
their hands. Pb $17.95 341pp
LIZ WILLIAMS
THE POISON MASTER
On the planet of Latent Emanation,
humans form the lowest class, at the
mercy of strange and decadent alien
rulers, the Lords of Night. The young
alchemist Alivet has chafed under the
Lords’ domination ever since her twin
sister was abducted to serve in their
palace. But, having saved every penny to
rescue her, Alivet’s plans are wrecked
when she finds herself on the run for
murder. Her only hope now seems to be a
mysterious stranger named Ari Ghairen,
the Poison Master from the planet
Hathes. Sequestered in Ghairen’s fortress
laboratory on Hathes, lied to by both her
new ally and the enigmatic governess he
employs, Alivet doesn’t know whom to
trust or where to turn. But if she doesn’t
find some answers soon, she will lose
everything. Pb $18.95 470pp
CHRIS WOODING
THE WEAVERS OF SARAMYR
The Braided Path #1. This is the story
of an empire that rules over a land being
overwhelmed by evil, an evil that comes
from within the empire’s centre, a sect of
magicians close to the throne intent on
killing any child born with magical
powers. But now the empress has given
birth to just such a child and revolution is
brewing. Pb $18.95 440pp
THE SKEIN OF LAMENT
The Braided Path #2. The grip of the
Weavers on Saramyr’s rulers has grown
ever tighter and all the while, the blight
that they have brought to the land grips
ever more harshly. This cannot last and,
sure enough, the land is slipping into civil
war. In the growing chaos, Kaiku and the
orphaned heir-Empress must fight for
their destiny and their survival. Tp $29.95
405pp
JANE YOLEN & ROBERT HARRIS
JASON AND THE GORGON’S
BLOOD
This is an adventure story from beginning
to end, portraying the dramatic events
that transform a boy into a legend. Pb
$14.95 252pp
GALAXY BOOKSHOP

HORROR
STEPHEN COLE
PREY
Wereling #2. Tom and Kate have escaped
Kate’s werewolf mother and made it to
New York, but it’s not the safe haven they
had hoped for. Something sinister is
stalking the streets, preying on the
vulnerable - people with no place to stay,
no one to ask for help and before Tom
and Kate can find the medicine man who
can save Tom from his own werewolf
instincts, it looks like they might be next
on the menu. Pb $15.95 250pp
MARY JANICE DAVIDSON
UNDEAD AND UNEMPLOYED
Being royally undead isn’t all it’s cracked
up to be - there are still bills to be paid.
Luckily, new Queen of the Vampires,
Betsy Taylor lands her dream job selling
designer shoes at Macy’s. But when a
string of vampire murders hits St Paul,
Betsy must enlist the help of the one
vamp who makes her blood boil - the ohso-sexy Sinclair. Now she’s really
treading on dangerous ground - high
heels and all. Pb $13.95 294pp
DENNIS DETWILLER
DELTA GREEN: DENIED TO THE
ENEMY
A Cthulhu Mythos novel. As World War II
rages, the SS Karotechia is calling upon
the obscene powers of the Cthulhu
Mythos to ensure a Nazi victory. Now a
Karotechia defector brings news of Thule,
the Nazi Atlantis and legendary home of
Aryan super-beings who ruled prehistory. Delta Green’s course is clear - the
alien city and its technological and occult
secrets must be denied to the enemy. The
survival of mankind depends of the fate
of Thule - but to destroy Thule or save it?
Which choice will save mankind? Tp
$32.95 258pp
TANARIVE DUE
THE GOOD HOUSE
Two years after an unexpected tragedy
ripped her family apart, Angela is taking
control of her life and she is ready to
revisit the rural house she loved as a
child. Back in Sacajawea, Angela realizes
she hasn’t been the only one to suffer a
shocking loss. Since she left, there have
been more senseless tragedies. Could the
events be linked to a terrifying entity
Angela’s grandmother battled in 1929?
Did her teenage son Corey reawaken
something that should have been left
sleeping? With the help of Myles Fisher,
her high school boyfriend, and clues from
beyond the grave, Angela races to solve a
deadly puzzle that has followed her
family for generations. Tp $29.95 482pp
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P N ELROD
DANCE OF DEATH
Jonathan Barrett #2. Seemingly invincible
since his transformation into a vampire,
Jonathan Barrett must admit his own
weakness when he unexpectedly meets a
four-year-old boy who strangely
resembles him. Armed with a powerful
weapon to use against him, his love for
his son, Jonathan’s enemies have gained
an advantage... Tp $32.95 264pp
CHRISTINE FEEHAN
MIND GAME
Dahlia LeBlanc’s gifts are also a curse,
making it impossible for her to be around
others without hurting them. But can she
trust her secrets to Nicolas Trevane, a
Shadow warrior sent to find her? Pb
$15.95 368pp
ANDREW FOX
BRIDE OF THE FAT WHITE VAMPIRE
Fat White Vampire Blues #2. After
morphing into 187 very large white rats in
the name of self-preservation, Jules
Duchon is back to his portly self, a
member of that secret class of New
Orleans citizens known as the undead.
Duty calls when an exclusive club of blueblood vampires demands that he find out
who is attacking its young and beautiful
members. Adding insult to injury, he has
to enlist the help of a former foe: a black
vampire named Preston. What’s a
vampire to do? Tp $32.95 429pp
WALTER GREATSHELL
XOMBIES
Spreading at an astonishing speed, the
Agent X virus transforms everyone it
touches into maniacal monsters. Lulu
Pangloss, one of the few still uninfected,
flees to the last safe place on earth, but
what’s awaiting her there is as frightening
as what’s followed her. Pb $15.95 346pp
CHARLAINE HARRIS
LIVING DEAD IN DALLAS
Stackhouse #2. Sookie Stackhouse is on a
streak of bad luck. First, her co-worker is
murdered, then she’s face-to-face with a
creature that gives her a painful and
poisonous lashing. Enter the vampires,
who graciously suck the poison from her
veins. So when one of the bloodsuckers
asks for a favour, she complies. And soon,
Sookie’s in Dallas using her telepathic
skills to search for a missing vampire. Pb
$19.95 279pp
CLUB DEAD
Stackhouse #3. Sookie Stackhouse is a
cocktail waitress. She’s also single,
psychic and sick of having to listen to
other people’s thoughts. What she really
wants is a tall, handsome vampire whose
head she can’t get into. So when Bill
arrives in town, he looks like he might be
perfect for her. Except then the dead
bodies start turning up and it’s no fun
trying to date the undead when you think
you might be next. Pb $19.95 274pp
www.galaxybooks.com.au

STEPHEN JONES (ED)
THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF
VAMPIRES
This anthology contains never-beforecollected stories and short novels of the
vampire in all its frightening forms.
Authors include Clive Barker, Robert
Bloch, Ramsey Campbell and David
Schow. Tp $29.00 628pp
SHERRILYN KENYON
NIGHT PLAY
Dark Hunter #4. Bride McTierney prides
herself on being independent, but she still
yearns for a knight in shining armour.
She just never expected her knight in
shining armour to have a shiny coat of
fur... Deadly and tortured, Vane
Kattalakis isn’t what he seems. Wanted
dead by his enemies, Vane isn’t looking
for a mate, but the Fates have marked
Bride as his. Now he has three weeks to
either convince Bride that the
supernatural is real or he will spend the
rest of his life neutered... But how does a
wolf convince a human to trust him with
her life when his enemies are out to end
his? Pb $16.95 371pp
DEAN KOONTZ
THE TAKING
Molly and Niel Sloan awaken to the
drumbeat of rain - a luminous and golden
downpour that drenches their small
Californian mountain town. As hours pass
they hear news of extreme weather
phenomena across the globe. By evening,
the town has lost all communication with
the outside world. The young couple
gathers together with some neighbours,
sensing a threat they cannot identify or
even imagine. The night brings strange
noises and mysterious lights drift among
the trees. Within the misty gloom, they
will encounter something that reveals in a
terrifying instant what is happening to the
world - something that is hunting them
with ruthless efficiency. Tp $32.95 338pp
ODD THOMAS
Odd Thomas cannot say what it is that
disturbs him about this particular
stranger, but his sixth sense is alert... This
is a man with an appetite for operatic
terror. The violence he craves is of the
most extreme variety - multiple untimely
deaths, spiced with protracted horror tomorrow. Many people in Pico Mundo
think Odd is some sort of psychic,
perhaps a clairvoyant, a seer, something.
None but a handful knows that he sees
the restless dead, those with unfinished
business and plenty of post-mortem rage.
Pb $18.95 420pp
JAY KUMAR
DARK WOODS
It came out on the night of the hunters.
Deputy Frank Vaughn is tracking a
strange, wounded beast, but there’s only
one thing more terrifying than what he’s
hunting - it’s what’s hunting him. Pb
$13.95 312pp
GALAXY BOOKSHOP

DEBORAH LEBLANC
FAMILY INHERITANCE
The dark, impenetrable bayous of
Louisiana are filled with secrets that can
never be revealed and mysterious forces
that can never be understood. Jessica
LeJeune left Louisiana, but she brought
some of those mysterious forces with her
and now she’s being called back home to
her Cajun roots to confront a destiny she
could not escape and a curse she might
not survive. Pb $15.95 358pp
CATHERINE MACPHAIL
UNDERWORLD
Five misfits are among a group of
children chosen for an adventure holiday
in Scotland. None of them want to go and
none of them like each other. When they
are trapped by a rock fall in a vast
network of caves, they know that they
need to work together to survive, yet
none of them wants to lose the power
struggle. Pb $15.95 285pp

MEDIA
ALIEN WOMAN:
THE MAKING OF LT. ELLEN
RIPLEY
XIMENA GALLARDO & JASON SMITH
Alien Woman examines the construction
of sex and gender in the four Alien films.
This film saga stands alone in presenting
an
enduring,
self-reliant
female
protagonist, Ripley, played by Sigourney
Weaver, who in the first film ends up as
the sole survivor of the beleaguered
starship Nostromo. Subsequent writers
and directors in the 1980s and 1990s, left
to grapple with this strong female
protagonist, re-envision Ripley to fit
differing social, political and cultural
imperatives for women. This text focuses
on how these writers and directors have
re-written Ripley and how each revision
informs our understanding of women in
science-fiction. Tp $43.00 241pp
ANGEL: BOOK OF THE DEAD
ASHLEY MCCONNELL
#23. At an auction, Wes buys a box
of old books that holds one of the most
famous books of magick ever collected.
The Red Compendium is known for
totally absorbing its readers - and Wes,
always a sucker for compelling literature,
couldn’t put it down if he wanted to. Pb
$13.95 297pp
ANGEL: HOLLYWOOD VAMPIRE
KEITH TOPPING
Fully revised and updated to include
seasons three and four, this is a
comprehensive episode-by-episode guide
to Angel’s world. It considers the links
and cross-references between Angel and
Buffy and includes essays on recurrent
themes and coverage of the Angel novels
and comics, as well as Angel on the
Internet. Pb $19.95 456pp
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BATTLETECH:
BLOOD OF THE ISLE
LOREN COLEMAN
Mechwarrior: Dark Age #11. The Republic
world of Skye is bracing itself for another
onslaught from the Jade Falcon Clan. The
planet’s only hope lies with Jasek KelswaSteiner and his Stormhammers forging an
alliance that may be worse than
surrender. Pb $15.95 291pp
BUFFY: A RETROSPECTIVE:
2005 CALENDAR
For seven seasons, Buffy and her friends
have been dispatching legions of the
undead with wit and style. This calendar
is a retrospective of the TV show,
featuring the characters and scenes that
earned it such a devoted following. $23.95
BUFFY: SHATTERED TWILIGHT
YVONNE NAVARRO
Wicked Willow #2. Willow’s coven
has turned against her, for saving Buffy
from their evil phantom and for not
protecting the other coven members, as
she had promised. Willow must come up
with a way to restore herself to them - and
to reinforce her position of power. As
Willow turns to the elements for
protection, Buffy and the rest of the
Scoobies must find a way to fight back
without losing Willow forever. Pb $15.95
258pp
BUFFY: SLAYER THE LAST DAYS
OF SUNNYDALE
KEITH TOPPING
An unofficial and unauthorised guide to the
final season of Buffy, the Vampire Slayer.
This contains a complete episode-byepisode guide to the final season, it also
analyses the themes of the show, unearths
pop culture and soundtrack information
and exposes continuity errors. In
addition, there are sections on the first six
seasons, the extensive media coverage of
the series finale, the Internet realm of
Buffy and what happens next in the Buffyverse. Pb $19.95 231pp
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(written version of film,
TV, radio drama production,
comic or game)
Based On (concept)
Film
TV Show
Computer Game
Role-playing Game
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Reference
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BUFFY& ANGEL: HEAT
NANCY HOLDER
In his first year in Los Angeles, Angel came across an inter-dimensional
hunter named Jhiera, who was trying to protect other females in her culture from
being stripped of their emotions - intense emotions that gave them dominance
over men. Angel fell victim to her heat, but Jhiera had to return to her own
dimension. Now she is back and searching for a lost young woman who may be
the key to unleashing an inter-dimensional war. Hb $39.95 456pp
CHARMED: THE BOOK OF THREE:
THE OFFICIAL COMPANION TO THE HIT SHOW
DIANA GALLAGHER & PAUL RUDITIS
Go behind the scenes with the first fully authorised companion to Charmed.
Featuring exclusive in-depth interviews with the cast and crew, an introduction
by executive producer Brad Kern, episode guides, character profiles, notable
quotes, a colour photo insert and more! Tp $34.95 269pp
DOCTOR WHO: SYNTHESPIANS
CRAIG HINTON
BBC #138. When the Doctor and Peri arrive on Reef Station One they find
a fractured society dependent on film and TV. They also discover that the
Republic’s greatest entrepreneur is in league with one of the Doctor’s oldest
enemies. Pb $14.95 276pp
DOCTOR WHO: THE SLEEP OF REASON
MARTIN DAY
BBC #139. A terrible suicide attempt sees 19-year old Caroline admitted to
the Retreat, a medical centre in the woods. To her horror, she recognises the
Retreat from her nightmares and she realises that something is very wrong with
the institute. Digging deeper, she realises that her family are intimately
connected with the history of the Retreat. Her research brings her to the attention
of medical officer Dr Smith, who is fascinated by Laska’s prophetic nightmares,
but can Caroline trust him? Pb $14.95 281pp
THE FLASH: STOP MOTION
MARK SCHULTZ
Justice League of America. As the Flash, Wally West may be struggling to find
his place within the ranks of the JLA, but he knows he has one great advantage
over every trial he has ever faced - he is the fastest man alive. Now, for the first
time, he has met his match. A scientist has created something that can move even
faster than Wally West and it’s killing people... Pb $15.95 325pp
GREEN LANTERN: SLEEPERS
CHRISTOPHER PRIEST & MIKE BARON
Book #1. A crisis in time and space threatens the future of Earth and the
entire galaxy. Kyle Rayner, the current Green Lantern, must somehow find
enough heroes from Earth’s present and past to stop an alien threat to the
continuity of space and time. Hb $49.95 265pp
KING ARTHUR
FRANK THOMPSON
The official movie tie-in. Arthur has been appointed by the Roman Empire to
defeat a bloodthirsty Saxon conqueror and his army, which is a dozen times the
size of Arthur’s own. Arthur is determined to succeed in this charge - and in the
pursuit of Guinevere’s heart. Pb $15.95 348pp
KINGDOM HOSPITAL: THE JOURNALS OF ELEANOR DRUSE
ELEANOR DRUSE
Experimental psychologist and academic Eleanor Druse has had a lifelong
interest in the paranormal. Then in 1999, her interest took an intensely personal
turn when she suffered a serious head trauma in a road accident that resulted in
a Near Death Experience. Since then it would seem Eleanor has acquired the
disturbing ability to communicate with the dead... And her interest in this world
of shadows has become an obsession, prompted by what seems to be happening
at Kingdom Hospital, the regional medical centre of her home town of Lewiston,
Maine. Something strange and disturbing is going on at Kingdom Hospital,
something evil that modern science cannot explain away... Pb $22.95 249pp

COMPETITION
To win a signed photo of Amanda Tapping from Stargate SG1, name the new
Stargate spinoff TV show that has just begun airing in the US. Competition
closes 19 September 2004. Entry open to Galaxy Cardholders only.

COMPETITION WINNERS

Stewart Kramer, Claire Nips and Alison Haggart are the winners of a The
Chronicles of Riddick poster each. Congratulations!
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